In cyclic articles previously published we described and analysed self−organized light fibres inside a liquid crystalline (LC) 
Introduction -motivation and major state of the art
Photoconductor coupled liquid crystals or photoconductor coupled polymer dispersed liquid crystals are widely des− cribed in the literature. A lot of interesting results were obtained, especially for energy transfer by the optical two− −beam coupling in a nematic liquid crystal with the presence of sensitive photoelectric orientation of LC, e.g. Refs. 1-3. Basic explanation of the observed phenomena is: a space charge field induced in a photoconductor causes an LC layer reorientation. Nevertheless, the space charge carrier behaviour inside LC/photoconductor/ITO stacking layers seems to be far from being fully investigated and is not explained in detail, so far. It seems reasonable to make a detailed analysis and create a numerical simulation considering properties of used materials. We were inspired with observation of an interest− ing case for a photoinduced LC waveguide in an LC cell with an LC/photoconductor/ITO stacking layers [4, 5] .
In the previous article we proved that an optical wave− guide can be created along a laser beam propagation in an LC layer. We also presented basic explanation of this phe− nomenon [4] . Simultaneous presence of a voltage driving LC cell, as well as a properly directed laser beam are neces− sary to get a waveguide creation. One can use both driving signals, DC and AC, at a proper frequency to get a wave− guide. We find out that the waveguide creation depends on a DC voltage polarization in an asymmetric way. There exists a DC polarization which prefers waveguide creation. Such behaviour has not yet been explained in details.
In this article, we presented models and methods of sim− ulation for such waveguides. We resolved and developed the physical models of the observed phenomena in a progressive manner. The first results were published in Ref. 4 and the following works were published in Refs. [5] [6] [7] [8] . In this study, we proved the significance of an impact of barriers on photo− sensitive polymer (PP) layer borders. This task is a new one and it complements all published results of the previous research. Modifications of models are motivated by some extraordinary observations in previously described experi− ments [4, 5] . Models presented in the article describe all phe− nomena examined within the experiment and explain all experimental results.
In the developed model three mechanisms control defor− mations in a liquid crystal layer. The first mechanism is a reduction of resistance in a PP layer after illuminating with a laser beam and consequently rising voltage drop across the LC layer. The second mechanism is a space charge forma− tion due to illumination and a space charge field interaction with the LC layer. The third mechanism is an unbalanced change of a LC/PP junction barrier voltage. The importance of the first two mechanisms was noticed and analysed earlier [5, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . None explains observed dependency of a wave− guide formation on the external driving signal polarization. This is the reason we analyse the mentioned charge barriers on PP boundaries. Also DC driving signal has been analysed for the same reason, though AC is common for the LC cell driving.
Calculations within the article are proper for a cell with a scheme presented in Fig. 1 . However, the presented me− thod can be successfully used to cells with other, even more complicated configurations. Initial orientation of LC mole− cules is planar in dark area of an LC cell and the absence of external driving fields. We assumed PP properties with hole conduction domination. There is no carrier's diffusion bet− ween the PP and insulator layer. So called "ideal electric insulation" has been assumed during calculations of charges behaviour at a PP/insulator border. As opposed to that such diffusion is present in a PP/LC border.
The thickness of a photoconductive layer and the orienta− tion layer (OL) is of 100 nm, and the thickness of the liquid crystal layer is of 5 μm. The thickness of an insulator layer is of 0.25 μm. Photoconductive polymer used in calculations corresponds to a mixture of PVK: TNF (poly (N−vinyl car− bazole) doped with a photo−sensitizer 2, 4, 7 trinitrofluoren− −9−one) in a molar ratio of 1:0.2. The field of an electromag− netic wave is here of low intensity (~below 0,5mW) which allows us to skip the nonlinear effects in the model.
Mathematical models
In the first step, LC permittivity was calculated for a hybrid cell driven only by an external voltage (absence of laser beam).
Calculation is based on equivalent circuit of liquid crys− tal cells, as serial connection of capacitors representing dif− ferent layers of a hybrid cell and differentiated sequence of LC sub−layers [8] . 
where: In the second step, photoinduced space−charge and resul− ting voltage distributions were calculated. Transport, genera− tion and recombination of carriers in the photoconductive polymer are described here as two−dimensional.
Space charge is formed inside a PP thin layer and also in an LC layer near the border with a PP layer. Formation of the photoinduced space charge in PP [see also Ref. 7] was obtai− ned by modifications of Schildkraut and Kukhtarev models that describe photorefractive materials [14] [15] [16] [17] .
Opto−Electron. Rev., 24, no. 4, 2016 © 2016 SEP, Warsaw In accordance with Langevin model we assumed that the speed of recombination is proportional to the concentration of the holes p, the ionized acceptors N A -and mobility of holes. The photogeneration efficiency f is obtained from Twarowski model [18] . It depends on the external field in the PP layer. Our model does not include the simplification of Schildkraut (f~E p ) [16, 17] , since the value of an elec− tric field used to drive LC cells is considerably higher than values applied for charge driving in polymers during experi− ments conducted by Schildkraut. In Eqs. (4)- (7) I(x) stands for the light intensity, r and g stand for the trapping and detrapping rates, m p stand for the holes mobility, N A and T H stand for the acceptors and traps concentrations, p, N A -and T H + stand for the concentration of holes, ionized acceptors and ionized traps, r J stands for the current density. Symbols k, e and T stand for the Boltzmann constant, electron charge and temperature, respectively. Carrier's mobility was selec− ted using Gill's model [19] and depends on the value of external field in the PP layer and the temperature.
Boundary conditions assumed that holes transport across a PP/insulator is absent. Unlike on the LC/PP boundary we have processes described in Eqs. (8) and (9) . In our model we assumed that charges are travelling only from PP into LC layer, and are trapped near PP/LC border.
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We assumed that ions created by holes trapped near LC/PP boundary do not travel across LC layer, and are bo− unded just in the vicinity of this boundary. 
The electric field potential inside PP and LC is calculated from the Poisson Eq. (11) in which boundary conditions depend on external voltage applied to the cell [see also Eq. (8) 
where:
. (15) In calculation we assumed that only electric field is allo− wed for a LC cell and Eq. (14) has been constructed for the LC model considering K = K 11 = K 22 = K 33. Strong anchoring has been assumed in boundary conditions for LC general field calculation.
Discussion
We noticed an asymmetry of the LC cell response for vary− ing polarizations of an AC field applied to the cell [4] . So we decided to analyse details of symmetry also for DC signal and we describe results in this article.
Collection of components in the presented model ex− plains asymmetry in a LC cell response on driving field polarization. In photorefractive−like effect, two phenomena create asymmetric behaviour of calculated electric poten− tials. The first is a photoinduced space charge field, for its non−uniform localized distribution. The second is an asym− metrical charge diffusion across all junctions arising inside a hybrid LC cell. In a sophisticated manner, we have dimin− ished a junction barrier arising on a PP/insulator boundary. However, it always will be different from the one which arises on PP/LC boundary.
One can estimate amount of charge which can be trans− ported across PP/LC junction as in Eq. (16) . It comes from a simple solution of Eq. (9) for steady state.
Such charge movement is trapped near a PP/LC bound− ary and causes change of a PP/LC barrier potential. Constant V el means the volume of the region where the charge is accu− mulated. We calculated the effective final potential drop across the LC layer after a uniform illumination of the cell. Results of calculation for chosen value of ¢¢ ¢ k k are pre− sented in Fig. 2 . In the calculation we assumed that holes concentration in PP after illumination increased to 10 19 [1/cm 3 ], U = 2.5V, and liquid crystal parameters of e || = 17, e^= 12.
When ¢¢ = k 0, the charge movement through the PP/LC barrier is absent. In such case, with the uniform I(x) distribu− tion only, the PP resistance change causes potential drop across the LC layer and it does not depend on external field polarization (Fig. 2) . We can interpret that as a model of situ− ation when junction barriers do not arise or compensate mutually, if arise. When ¢¢ k is higher than zero, then asym− metric dependency of a potential drop on external field po− larization is observed immediately. One can observe that in case of polarization such as +ITO/Al/LC/PP/IL/ITO−, the potential drop is decreased, while for opposite it is increased (Fig. 3) .
If a laser beam illuminates the localized area of a LC cell, then observations presented in Fig. 3 are constrained in this area only. It causes a localized and asymmetric response for the external DC driving field. Such asymmetry will arise also when root means square of AC driving field is analysed, however it is difficult to examine in the experiment. We apply phenomenological model of carrier's diffusion across the LC/PP boundary. It is caused by lack of proper LC band structure spectroscopic data for junction barrier calculation. In Fig. 3 , one can see that voltage drop across LC cell is strongly asymmetric for two different driving field polariza− tions. When junction barrier is neglected, results are like in Fig. 2 , and there is no asymmetry in the LC cell response on driving DC field polarization.
In Fig. 4 one can observe a manner for the junction bar− rier charge carrier's generation and recombination influen− ces potential drop in a LC layer. The result was elaborated for unipolar (photoinduced holes) carriers inside a PF layer. Therefore, considering opposite charge carriers, one can ex− pect behaviour rather opposite to the illustrated potential drop. Yet, not exactly the same, considering different elec− trons mobility. Conclusion from Figs. 2, 3, and 4 is that junc− tion barrier explains reason for DC polarization is oriented as +ITO/Al/LC/PP/IL/ITO-, preferring waveguide creation, and the opposite polarization is not. Simply, sum of all potential was strong enough to get an additive LC layer deformation for such polarization of driving field, creating strong enough junction barriers. 
Conclusions
In fact, a full model consists of coupled electric fields' the− ory in different adjacent thin layers. The first field is a slow subsystem joined with deformation of a LC layer. The sec− ond field is very fast and joined with charge carrier's photo− −excitations inside PP layer. Such division into fast and slow parts allow us to create effective boundary conditions mod− els. One can see in Eqs. 8 and 9 that sophisticated model for charges diffusion across LC/PP boundary has been assumed. We proposed such model for the cause of lacking properly verified data for charges behaviour in a LC layer. We have data for PP, yet unfortunately, full model of junction bet− ween PP, and LC cannot be constructed in an elegant quan− tum statistic description. Consequently, we applied a para− metric model for the PP/LC junction. The final result is the shape of a photoinduced waveguide.
Results obtained with the method described in the article for the LC waveguide creation are presented in Fig. 3a) and -ITO/Al/LC/PP/IL/ITO+ (in Fig. 3b ) for ¢¢ ¢ = k k 0 6 . and L = 20 nm, in dark cell (blue colour), and uniformly illuminated cell (red colour). (Fig. 5a ), cross sections of distribution shown in Fig. 5a for x-0 (red), x = -2.1 and x = 2.1 micron (Fig. 5b) driven with AC field with rms value strong above threshold value.
Within an illuminated area, homeotropic orientation is stronger than in dark area, due to the additional field of the photoinduced space charge, and junctions potential jump, as well. In fact, such locally disturbed (along laser beam path) homeotropic LC layer deformation depends on a number of components. Our models allow describing, and simulating all conjugated dependencies. On the day of publication, according to the authors' knowledge, no similar possibility is presented in the literature.
